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Ice Road 2009-12-03 irina davydovna is a cleaner she has no time for politics or even
for that matter people rules and rulers may come and go but dirt never changes boris
aleksandrovich is a revolutionary he thinks he understands power but this is
leningrad in 1933 and stalin is about to turn against their city when the life of his
beloved daughter natasha is threatened and his old friend anton saves a skinny little
orphan he finds on a moscow train boris faith in his ideals are put to the test while
irina watching it all must learn the power of loyalty and love powerful and moving
ice road is a novel whose epic scope never obscures the individual lives that are lived
in the shadow of great events i shall never forget natasha and kolya s love story or
irina whose sturdy self respect and determination to survive seems at times to speak
for an entire people gillian slovo excels in depicting complex human beings full of
passion love ambition self interest who are caught up in their country s history and
swept along by it pat barker
Ice Road 2005 leningrad 1933 loyalties beliefs love all are about to be tested to the
limit in one of the most crushing moments the world will ever know watching
everything is irina who understands that simple loyalty to an individual may well be
more powerful than blind loyalty to an idea
An Honourable Man 2013 in khartoum general gordon stands on the roof of his
fortress as the city is besieged he has vowed to fight the mahdi to the death at his side
is the boy he rescued from the english dockyard slums his reluctant last ally
Red Dust 2009-06-04 there was probably only one person who could make sarah
barcant successful prosecutor leave new york and return home to smitsrivier the
small town in south africa she left years before ben her lawyer mentor and inspiration
the man who encouraged her to get out and know the world now needs her back to
help him with one last case part of the truth commission in the back of a van
handcuffed dirk hendrickes is being driven to the police station where once he was
proud to call himself deputy later down the same hot dry road will come alex
mpondo alternating between cursing dirk and feeling sick at the idea of facing him
his torturer and in smitsrivier james sizela who has passed years waiting for the
moment when the man he is certain killed his son will be forced to tell where the
body lies the people who are about to meet their pasts will not experience the real
truth telling in the court room at the public show the real truth will be felt offstage
The Riots 2015-10-22 the government has so far refused a public inquiry into the riots
that shook our cities this summer so the tricycle is mounting its own this verbatim
play builds a real time picture of the riots as they unfolded and then from interviews



with politicians police teachers lawyers community leaders as well as victims and on
lookers the riots analyses what happened why it happened and what we should do
towards making a better future for ourselves and our city astonishing stories and
equally astonishing conclusions told by the many voices that have been stirred up by
the riots
Ten Days 2016-03-03 it s 4 a m and cathy mason is watching dawn break over the
lovelace estate by the end of the day her community will be a crime scene by the
end of the week her city will be on fire in this gripping thriller a death at police
hands has repercussions far beyond one family plunged into grief when violence
grips cathy s estate the dead man becomes a useful tactic or an urgent threat in
political games at the highest level so while lives are at risk on cathy mason s estate
across london in westminster careers are being made or ruined from a home secretary
s attempts to unseat a prime minister to a new met police commissioner fighting for
his job to families torn apart ten days shows what happens when politics policing and
the hard realities of living in london explosively collide
Every Secret Thing 2009-06-04 a passionate witness to the colossal upheaval that has
transformed her native south africa gillian slovo has written a memoir that is far more
than a story of her own life for she is the daughter of joe slovo and ruth first south
africa s pioneering anti apartheid white activists a daughter who always had to come
second to political commitment whilst recalling the extraordinary events which
surrounded her family s persecution and exile and reconstructing the truth of her
parents relationship and her own turbulent childhood gillian slovo has also created an
astonishing portrait of a courageous beautiful mother and a father of integrity and
stoicism
Black Orchids 2009-12-03 when the genteely impoverished and rebellious evelyn
marries the charming emil scion of a privileged sinhalese family she thinks that her
dream of a life in england can now at last come true so the family travel with their
young son milton from ceylon to tilbury docks but this is england in the 1950s and no
matter how hard evelyn wishes that it would england does not take kindly to
strangers especially families who are half black and half white a profound and moving
novel this is the story about the search to feel at home in your own skin
Guantanamo 2012-06-26 i don t know what crime i am supposed to have committed
for which not only i but my wife and children should continually suffer british
detainee moazzam begg this verbatim play drawn from letters and interviews from
guantanamo bay prisoners their lawyers and relatives weaves together personal



stories legal opinion and political debate guantanamo honor bound to defend freedom
looks at the questions surrounding the detentions in guantanamo bay and asks how
much damage is being done to western democratic values during the war on terror
orignally produced at london s tricycle theatre guantanamo honor bound to defend
freedom subsequently transferred to london s west end
Another World 2016-04-11 the new verbatim drama from the pioneering team
behind guantanamo honour bound to defend freedom over the last twelve months
headlines have been dominated by the growth of islamic state and terror attacks
claimed by is have spread across the world what is the entity that calls itself islamic
state why are some young muslim men and women from across western europe
leaving their homes to answer the call of jihad and what should we do about it this
piece of verbatim documentary theatre written by novelist gillian slovo using
material from the interviews she conducted and directed by nicolas kent is the result
of many months researching islamic state meeting people affected by the organization
and involved in the fight against it
The Tricycle 2014-09-30 from 1994 2012 kilburn s tricycle theatre produced an
extraordinary body of work that sought to engage inform and critique british and
international politics using verbatim testimony to respond to contemporary issues
collected here for the first time are the complete tribunal plays 2014 marks the 20th
anniversary of the tricycle sfirst tribunal play half the picture this collection celebrates
a remarkable and enduring body of work contains the plays half the picture
nuremberg srebrenica the colour of justice justifying war guantanamo bloody sunday
called to account tactical questioning and the riots also included is a brand new round
table discussion with nicolas kent richard norton taylor gillian slovo and the
playwright david edgar charting the history and development of each show and the
contribution the tribunal plays have made to political theatre in the last two decades
and a foreword by guardian journalist and chief theatre critic michael billington
Culture Wars in British Literature 2012-09-21 the past century s culture wars that
britain has been consumed by but that few north americans seem aware of have
resulted in revised notions of britishness and british literature yet literary anthologies
remain anchored to an archaic anglo english interpretation of british literature
conflicts have been played out over specific national vs british identity some residents
prefer to describe themselves as being from scotland england wales or northern
ireland instead of britain in debates over immigration race ethnicity class and gender
and in arguments over british literature these debates are strikingly detailed in such



chapters as the difficulty defining black british british jewish writers and xenophobia
and the booker prize connections are also drawn between civil rights movements in
the u s and uk this generalist cultural study is a lively read and a fascinating glimpse
into britain s changing identity as reflected in 20th and 21st century british literature
The Forest Horses 2011-08-26 the forest horses is a study in contrasts between two
women one an indomitable spirit living through a turbulent age and the other a
troubled soul living in settled times on midsummer s eve 1941 lena keeper of the
forest horses of gotland is kidnapped by a russian poacher along with her herd and
taken to leningrad just in time to endure the two year german siege of that city
during world war ii her captor pytor becomes her husband and they and their horses
take part in a daring and dangerous rescue effort that smuggles food and other
supplies into leningrad across the ice of lake ladoga on one winter trip across this road
of life their daughter signe is born into an icy world of strife deprivation and horses
after the war the family immigrates to the canadian prairies to start a new life
interwoven with this story is the journey of that same signe daughter of the ice who
departs from regina on midsummer s eve 2005 to make her first journey back to the
land where she was born she s on a mission to search out her beginnings her people
and the possible meaning to be found for a life that has come to somehow mirror the
harsh conditions of its beginning
Cars for Comrades 2011-08-15 the automobile and soviet communism made an odd
couple the quintessential symbol of american economic might and consumerism never
achieved iconic status as an engine of communist progress in part because it posed an
awkward challenge to some basic assumptions of soviet ideology and practice in this
rich and often witty book lewis h siegelbaum recounts the life of the soviet
automobile and in the process gives us a fresh perspective on the history and fate of
the ussr itself based on sources ranging from official state archives to cartoons car
enthusiast magazines and popular films cars for comrades takes us from the
construction of the huge soviet detroits emblems of the utopian phase of soviet
planning to present day togliatti where the fate of russia s last auto plant hangs in the
balance the large role played by american businessmen and engineers in the
checkered history of soviet automobile manufacture is one of the book s surprises and
the author points up the ironic parallels between the soviet story and the decline of
the american detroit in the interwar years automobile clubs car magazines and the
popularity of rally races were signs of a nascent soviet car culture its growth slowed
by the policies of the stalinist state and by russia s intractable roadlessness in the



postwar years cars appeared with greater frequency in songs movies novels and in
propaganda that promised to do better than car crazy america ultimately siegelbaum
shows the automobile epitomized and exacerbated the contradictions between what
soviet communism encouraged and what it provided to need a car was a mark of
support for industrial goals to want a car for its own sake was something else entirely
because soviet cars were both hard to get and chronically unreliable and such items as
gasoline and spare parts so scarce owning and maintaining them enmeshed citizens in
networks of private semi illegal and ideologically heterodox practices that the state
was helpless to combat deeply researched and engagingly told this masterful and
entertaining biography of the soviet automobile provides a new perspective on one of
the twentieth century s most iconic and important technologies and a novel approach
to understanding the history of the soviet union itself
Arts & Culture 2005 south africa is a remarkable land of extraordinary beauty a rich
and colorful tapestry of diverse cultures and endless vistas that simply beg to be
explored
Ruth First and Joe Slovo in the War Against Apartheid 2013-07 ruth first and joe
slovo husband and wife were leaders of the war to end apartheid in south africa
communists scholars parents and uncompromising militants they were the perfect
enemies for the white police state together they were swept up in the growing
resistance to apartheid and together they experienced repression and exile their
contributions to the liberation struggle as individuals and as a couple are undeniable
ruth agitated tirelessly for the overthrow of apartheid first in south africa and then
from abroad and joe directed much of the armed struggle carried out by the famous
umkhonto we sizwe only one of them however would survive to see the fall of the
old regime and the founding of a new democratic south africa this book the first
extended biography of ruth first and joe slovo is a remarkable account of one couple
and the revolutionary moment in which they lived alan wieder s deeply researched
work draws on the usual primary and secondary sources but also an extensive oral
history that he has collected over many years by weaving the documentary record
together with personal interviews wieder portrays the complexities and
contradictions of this extraordinary couple and their efforts to navigate a time of great
tension upheaval and revolutionary hope
Acts of War 2011-03-25 as karen malpede points out in her introduction to acts of war
drama arose as a complement to perhaps also as an antidote to war like the great
ancient greek playwrights aeschylus sophocles and euripides the playwrights in this



volume see the theater as an art form uniquely capable of addressing the effects of
warfare
New Statesman 2007-04 the impact of the concept s of armed struggle for the notion s
of democracy in south ern africa is the focus of this paper originally submitted to a
conference on re conceptualising democracy and liberation in southern africa held in
windhoek namibia during july 2002 it argues from the point of departure of the
personal involvement of the author in the issues raised the author was part of a group
which criticised the strategy of armed struggle in the anc with this paper he inspires
a debate which can claim relevance for current issues of democracy in south africa and
the southern african region more generally given the degree of personal
involvement of its author this analysis is contemporary history based on personal
insights and provides arguments for a necessary discussion
Armed Struggle and Democracy 2002 the palestine festival of literature was
established in 2008 bringing together writers from all corners of the globe it aims to
help palestinians break the cultural siege imposed by the israeli military occupation to
strengthen their artistic links with the rest of the world and to reaffirm in the words
of edward said the power of culture over the culture of power celebrating the tenth
anniversary of palfest this is not a border is a collection of essays poems and stories
from some of the world s most distinguished artists responding to their experiences at
this unique festival both heartbreaking and hopeful their gathered work is a
testament to the power of literature to promote solidarity and courage in the most
desperate of situations contributors susan abulhawa suad amiry victoria brittain jehan
bseiso teju cole molly crabapple selma dabbagh mahmoud darwish najwan darwish
geoff dyer yasmin el rifae adam foulds ru freeman omar robert hamilton suheir
hammad nathalie handal mohammed hanif jeremy harding rachel holmes john horner
remi kanazi brigid keenan mercedes kemp omar el khairy nancy kricorian sabrina
mahfouz jamal mahjoub henning mankell claire messud china miéville pankaj mishra
deborah moggach muiz maath musleh michael palin ed pavlic atef abu saif kamila
shamsie raja shehadeh gillian slovo ahdaf soueif linda spalding will sutcliffe alice
walker with messages from china achebe michael ondaatje and j m coetzee
This Is Not A Border 2017-06-01 now in its fifth edition the rough guide to st
petersburg is the most comprehensive and detailed guide on the market and a
necessity for anyone who hopes to travel to this stunning historically rich and vibrant
city from the imposing imperial palaces to the prison fortress of shlisselburg from the
kronstadt vyborg and karelian isthmus to the medieval city of novgorod â this guide



has it all the guide is packed with all the practical details you have come to relie on
rough guides for as well as the low down on the city s history the rich culture and
the ever changing but forever fascinating and enticing st petersburg society
The Rough Guide to St Petersburg 2004 on 11 september 2001 in a café in london
ahmed errachidi watched as the twin towers collapsed he was appalled by the loss of
innocent life but he couldn t possibly have predicted how much of his own life he too
would lose because of that day in a series of terrible events ahmed was sold by the
pakistanis to the americans in the diplomatic lounge at islamabad airport and spent five
and a half years in guantanamo there he was beaten tortured humiliated very nearly
destroyed but ahmed did not give in this very ordinary moroccan born london chef
became a leader of men known by the authorities as the general he devised protests
and resistance by any means possible as a result he spent most of his time in solitary
confinement but then after all those years ahmed was freed his innocence admitted
this is ahmed s story it will make you rethink what it means to be in the wrong place
at the wrong time it will also make you look anew at courage survival justice and the
war on terror
The General 2013-03-28 from st augustine and early ethiopian philosophers to the anti
colonialist movements of pan africanism and negritude this encyclopedia offers a
comprehensive view of african thought covering the intellectual tradition both on the
continent in its entirety and throughout the african diaspora in the americas and in
europe the term african thought has been interpreted in the broadest sense to
embrace all those forms of discourse philosophy political thought religion literature
important social movements that contribute to the formulation of a distinctive vision
of the world determined by or derived from the african experience the encyclopedia
is a large scale work of 350 entries covering major topics involved in the development
of african thought including historical figures and important social movements
producing a collection that is an essential resource for teaching an invaluable
companion to independent research and a solid guide for further study
The Oxford Encyclopedia of African Thought 2010 modern voice working with
actors on contemporary text has been designed to follow on from catherine s previous
book classic voice working with actors on vocal style focusing on the less defined
demands within contemporary drama lifting contemporary speech rhythms off the
page can be a challenge for actors sometimes these rhythms are realistic resembling or
mirroring the speech patterns of real human beings sometimes they are non realistic
distorting speech patterns for particular effect modern voice not only provides an



accessible approach for understanding speech rhythm but also presents an overview of
different types and styles of contemporary text including the rise of dramatic realism
in england america and australia along the way there are a myriad of practical ideas
for directors lecturers teachers trainers and coaches to explore in their workshops and
rehearsals
Modern Voice 2012-06-11 discussing crises through diverse examples including the
uk s national theatre public art installations occupy lsx repatriation ceremonies and
performances of the everyday this book asks how performance captures and resists
what is considered politically ideologically culturally or socially inside or outside
europe
Performances of Capitalism, Crises and Resistance 2015-07-27 forty great south africans
celebrate their mothers and grandmothers leaders from the worlds of politics business
music sport education and literature pay homage to the women who have influenced
and inspired them to lead exceptional lives mac maharaj remembers how his mother
served everyone with unfailing courtesy and recognition of their dignity desmond
tutu hopes he can resemble his mother spiritually and emulate her generosity and
kindness while pam golding shares her mom s good advice keep dancing and you ll
stay out of trouble who was it that raised the likes of sibongile khumalo or antjie krog
to extraordinary achievement or nelson mandela lukas radebe jm coetzee helen
suzman pieter dirk uys miriam makeba elana meyer ahmed kathrada and many more
much of the answer lies in these heart warming tributes
uMama 2017-09-13 200 incredible women 126 hours of interviews 16 000 photographs
5 questions a snapshot of female life around the globe this book includes interviews
with 200 women from a variety of backgrounds takes you on a journey that s
heartbreaking and uplifting each woman shares her unique reply to the same five
questions what really matters to you what brings you happiness what do you regard
as the lowest depth of misery what would you change if you could and which single
word do you most identify with the variety of answers offers gifts of empowerment
and strength inviting us to bring positive change at a time when so many are
fighting for basic freedom and equality interviewees include jane goodall
conservation and animal welfare activist margaret atwood author and winner of the
booker prize roxane gay author and feminist renée montagne former host of npr s
morning edition alicia garza activist and co founder of black lives matter alfre woodard
award winning actor and activist marian wright edelman head of the children s
defense fund lydia ko professional golfer and olympian dolores huerta labor activist



community organizer and co founder of the national farm workers association alice
waters chef author and food rights advocate chimamanda ngozi adichie author and
macarthur foundation fellow each interview is accompanied by a photographic
portrait resulting in a volume that is compelling in word and image and global in its
scope and resonance this landmark book is published to coincide with an interactive
website building on this remarkable ever evolving project 200 women reminds us
that there are no ordinary women makes a wonderful birthday graduation going
away gift or coffee table gift for every woman to encourage personal growth an
empowering book for women teen girls or anyone looking for inspiration from
luminaries across the world
200 Women 2017-10-31 this bestselling guide to all areas of publishing and the media
is completely revised and updated every year the yearbook is packed with advice
inspiration and practical guidance on who to contact and how to get published
foreword by joanne harris bestselling author of 18 novels including chocolat new
articles in the 2019 edition include ruby tandoh writing a cookbook andrew mcmillan
how to become a poet claire north writing speculative fiction frances jessop writing
about sport jane robinson writing non fiction tony bradman a successful writing career
james peak should i make an audio book wyl menmuir debut success alice jolly
crowdfunding your novel andrew lownie submitting non fiction lynette owen uk
copyright law all articles are reviewed and updated every year key articles on
copyright law tax publishing agreements e publishing publishing news and trends
are fully updated plus over 4 000 listings entries on who to contact and how across the
media and publishing worlds in short it is full of useful stuff j k rowling
Writers' & Artists' Yearbook 2019 2018-07-26 with nationalism and the far right on
the rise across europe and north america there has never been a more important
moment to face up to what we in britain are doing to those who seek sanctuary still
the uk detains people indefinitely under immigration rules bail hearings go
unrecorded people are picked up without notice individuals feel abandoned in
detention centres with no way of knowing when they will be released in refugee
tales iii we read the stories of people who have been through this process many of
whom have yet to see their cases resolved and who live in fear that at any moment
they might be detained again poets novelists and writers have once again collaborated
with people who have experienced detention their tales appearing alongside first
hand accounts by people who themselves have been detained what we hear in these
stories are the realities of the hostile environment the human costs of a system that



disregards rights that denies freedoms and suspends lives we hear so many of the
wrong words about refugees ugly limiting unimaginative words that it feels like a
gift to find here so many of the right words which allow us to better understand the
lives around us and our own lives too kamila shamsie all profits go to the gatwick
detainee welfare group and kent help for refugees
Refugee Tales: Volume III 2019-06-27 in recent years the us led invasions of
afghanistan and iraq have had an impact on the uk rivalled only by brexit and the
global financial crisis for people at home the wars were ever present in the media yet
remained distant and difficult to apprehend janina wierzoch offers an analytical
survey of british contemporary war narratives in novels drama film and television
that seek to make sense of the experience the study shows how the narratives instead
of reflecting on the uk s role as invader portray war as invading the british home
home loses its post cold war sense of permanent peace and is recast as a home front
where war once again becomes part of what it means to be us
Home/Fronts 2020-03-31 from africa s first black movie star to a stylish commie
revolutionary showgirls and soccer stars writers and poets activists artists a pop
princess a prophetess and a cold blooded killer maverick explores the riveting true
tales of women who broke with convention updated expanded and now with
photographs this edition of lauren beukes s first book casts light onto the fascinating
lives of some of south africa s most famous and notorious women
Maverick 2015-10-19 the book series cde studies invites monographs and collections on
issues in contemporary anglophone dramatic literature and theatre performance the
book series is dedicated to the analysis and renegotiation of contemporary writers and
plays and their historical political formal theoretical and methodological contexts
Beyond Documentary Realism 2021-02-22 this book explores the humanities as an
insightful platform for understanding and responding to the military prison at
guantánamo bay other manifestations of guantánamo and the contested place of
freedom in american empire it presents the work of scholars and writers based in
cuba s guantánamo province and various parts of the us its essays short stories poetry
and other texts engage the far reaching meaning and significance of gitmo by
bringing together what happens on the u s side of the fence or la cerca as it is called in
cuba with perspectives from the outside world chapters include critiques of artistic
renderings of the guantánamo region historical narratives contemplating the
significance of freedom analyses of the ways the base and region inform the cuban
imaginary and fiction and poetry published for the first time in english not simply a



critique of imperialism this volume presents politically engaged commentary that
suggests a way forward for a site of global contact and conflict
Guantánamo and American Empire 2018-01-30 in a moment of intense uncertainty
surrounding the means ends and limits of countering terrorism this study approaches
the recent theatres of war through theatrical stagings of terror theatre on terror
subject positions in british drama charts the terrain of contemporary subjectivities both
at home and on the front line beyond examining the construction and contestation of
subject positions in domestic and sub urban settings the book follows border crossing
figures to the shifting battlefields in iraq and afghanistan what emerges through the
analysis of twenty one plays is not a dichotomy but a dialectics of home and front
where fluid uncontainable subjects are constantly pushing the contours of conflict
revising the critical consensus that post 9 11 drama primarily engages with the real
ariane de waal argues that these plays navigate the complexities of the discourse
rather than the historical or social realities of war and terrorism british theatre on
terror negotiates inflects and participates in the discursive circulation of stories idioms
controversies testimonies and pieces of mis information in the face of global
insecurities
Theatre on Terror 2017-05-08 this book is the sequel to britain through muslim eyes
and examines contemporary novelistic representations of and by muslims in britain it
builds on studies of the five senses and sensuous geographies of postcolonial britain and
charts the development since 1988 of a fascinating and important body of fiction by
muslim identified authors it is a selective literary history exploring case study
novelistic representations of and by muslims in britain to allow in depth critical
analysis through the lens of sensory criticism it argues that for authors of muslim
heritage in britain writing the senses is often a double edged act of protest some of the
key authors excoriate a suppression or cover up of non heteronormativity and women
s rights that sometimes occurs in muslim communities yet their protest is especially
directed at secular culture s ocularcentrism and at successive british governments
efforts to surveil control and suppress muslim bodies
Making Sense of Contemporary British Muslim Novels 2019-04-23 �����������
��������������� �������������� ������������ ��������
��
The Annual Register: World Events 2004 this edited volume examines the political
social and cultural insecurities that the united states is faced with in the aftermath of
its post 9 11 foreign policy and military ventures the contributors critically detail the



new strategies and ideologies of control governance and hegemony america has
devised as a response to these new security threats the essays explore three primary
areas first they interrogate the responses to 9 11 that resulted in an attempt at
geopolitical mastery by the united states second they examine how the us response to
9 11 led to attempts to secure and control populations inside and outside the united
states resulting in situations that quickly started to escape its control such as abu ghraib
and katrina lastly the chapters investigate links between contemporary regimes of
state control and recently recognized threats arguing that the conduct of everyday life
is increasingly conditioned by state mobilized discourses of security these discourses
are it is argued ushering in a geopolitical future characterized by new insecurities and
inevitable measures of biopolitical control and governance
The London Gazette 1973
The Literary Review 2012
����������� 2017-01
The Geopolitics of American Insecurity 2009-01-13
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